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Title word cross-reference


1
bound [1094, 484, 108, 318, 557, 1164].

boundaries [546, 559]. Bounded
[727, 483, 878, 626, 880, 550, 411, 1143, 1065,
1008, 99, 597, 380, 848, 711, 963, 193, 685].

bounded-complete [597]. Bounding
[1117]. bounds [319, 1144, 692, 1148, 1192,
133, 1032, 309, 543, 321, 291, 298, 449, 812].

box [680, 247, 1181]. BPP [655, 671].

BPP-nets [671]. branch [300]. branches
[961]. branching [557, 1049]. bridging
[1416]. brief [27]. broadcast [1029, 160].
broadcasting [1052, 1026]. Broadening
[995]. Bruijn [1343]. BSP [1061]. BSS
[390]. Bubbles [865]. Buchberger [356].
build [1327]. building [1030]. bulk [950].
bulk-synchronous [950]. Bulletin
[344, 440, 542, 736, 737]. Bus [806].

Caenorhabditis [1249]. cakes [1253].
calcu [809, 377, 801]. calculational [665].
calculations [1355]. calculi
[361, 941, 517, 514, 1196, 1407, 67, 480, 275,
1201, 1202, 1426]. Calculus
[480, 228, 944, 216, 518, 177, 88, 236, 1193,
978, 1393, 1195, 1004, 938, 343, 1333, 1009,
809, 751, 871, 246, 1188, 247, 485, 1005, 4,
1026, 528, 1198, 464, 601, 1237, 1410, 567,
991, 874, 1030, 407, 1365, 939, 365, 366].

Call [1410, 1423, 1108, 1338].

Call-by-name [1410, 1423]. call-by-need
[1410]. call-by-value [1108, 1338, 1410].
can [1225, 458, 1173]. canonical [883].
capabilities [20]. capacity [727].

Caractérisation [1208]. cardinality [193].
cardinality-bounded [193]. cares [654].
Cartesian [468]. Case
[5, 1323, 169, 1037, 67, 1348, 427, 688].

Case-based [5]. cases [1180]. cash [1389].
catch [600]. categorical [1011, 434].
categorial [143, 35, 926, 367]. categories
[36, 634, 935, 1396, 756]. category
[152, 268, 629, 468]. calculation [697].
causality [251, 1322]. Cayley [1371, 1078].

CCS’s [274]. CSS [43, 642]. cell [100].
center [1123], centralized [1230], certain [694], certificates [1064], CGOOD [367], Chain [383, 1103, 610, 1082], change [1316], channel [1332, 1124], channels [925], chaos [584], chaotic [1037, 1243, 584], character [408], characteristic [1098], characteristics [63], Characterization [266, 849, 880, 143, 307, 392, 1147, 556, 421, 992, 824, 1297, 272, 1085, 1281, 259, 1208].
Characterizations [1088, 90, 1382, 415, 607], characterized [1409], checker [1197], Checking [921, 1333, 752, 37, 940, 924], Chervonenkis [9], chip [854, 547], chip-firing [547], Choffrut [1224], choice [1007], Chor [1029], chord [1068], circles [1283], circuit [850], circuits [1144, 17, 859, 315, 815, 298, 583, 395, 8, 1164].
Circumscribing [885], circumscription [730], class [238, 1186, 127, 1381, 934, 120, 925, 419], classes [546, 1126, 278, 438, 1057, 294, 1424, 454, 338, 323, 386, 814, 55, 415, 1154], classical [978, 1393, 994, 600], classification [1330, 525], Classifying [1178], clauses [284], CLEAN [923], climbing [1166], clock [1186, 1008], clocks [1319], Clos [729], Closed [343, 1407, 1173, 1287, 102, 468].
Closed-form [1173], Closing [1053], closure [740, 849, 462, 940, 513, 224, 1390], CLP [465, 569], cluster [1124], CML [1232, 280], CNF [1207], Co [261, 159], Co-NP [261, 159], coaglebraic [1334], coarsest [1008], code [409, 1226, 559, 962, 807], codes [1065, 851, 1266, 435, 292, 734, 416, 822, 722, 137], codicity [861], coefficients [1269, 377], Cohen [340], Coherence [1396], Coherent [984, 1401], Coin [436, 723], Coin-sliding [436], coincide [155], collage [129], collection [192], coloured [1376, 618, 1023], colouring [1063, 708], Combination [86, 868, 1156], combinational [108], combinations [11], Combinatoire [1156], combinaoires [432], combinatorial [1275, 1146, 114, 1255, 401, 1024, 273, 53, 432], combinatorics [743, 1261], combiners [504], Combinatory [1009, 40], Combining [514, 534], combustion [808], committed [939], common [282, 858, 1129, 437, 110], communicating [828, 1227, 588, 589, 237, 641], Communication [1151, 1152, 319, 201, 1306, 1312, 484, 1002, 775, 953, 1214, 653], commutation [645], commutations [1364], commutative [1144, 987, 555], Commutativity [1067], commuting [553], Compact [725, 152, 880, 1285, 1287, 730, 883, 672], companion [682], Comparing [464], comparison [408, 484, 732, 684], Comparisons [1050, 336], compatibility [894], compatible [85], competitive [968, 1162, 723], Compilation [146], compiler [59, 1012, 1250], complementation [177, 510], Complete [128, 238, 1189, 550, 150, 785, 156, 522, 171, 597, 935, 1007, 1110, 1318, 153, 1330, 1366, 1035, 163], Completeness [368, 639, 216, 979, 127, 1370, 1227, 62, 209, 983, 1400, 98, 431, 476, 28, 993, 231, 460], Completion [214, 137, 149, 876, 734, 83, 519, 272, 446, 362], completions [1396], complets [1035], complex [192, 1248, 1170, 626], complexité [1208], Complexity [310, 1148, 162, 1271, 512, 816, 321, 9, 319, 1151, 166, 1316, 1092, 1126, 1192, 133, 1150, 158, 320, 885, 1118, 268, 831, 170, 1208, 484, 850, 1218, 827, 1104, 266, 380, 1152, 94, 1133, 315, 108, 438, 1053, 675, 742, 533, 316, 325, 989, 1402, 623, 449, 379, 100, 323, 190, 688, 339, 386, 814, 581, 861].


null
Moving

[466, 227, 910]. meta-language [227].


1132, 755, 903, 1372, 1068, 469, 553, 240, 987, 454, 1245, 1159, 370, 1106, 1245, 1159, 370, 1106.

non-approximability [1372].
Non-commutative [1144, 987].
non-commuting [979, 992].
non-ground [235].
non-isomorphic [1068].
non-linear [108].
non-monotonic [372, 536].
non-orthogonal [903].
non-returning [458].
Non-standard [36].
non-safe [370].
Non-stochastic [1132].
non-uniform [1278, 1245].
nonblocking [729].
noncommutative [1020, 650, 91, 467, 96, 1408, 61].
nondeterminism [1020, 650, 91, 467, 96, 1408, 61].
nondistinct [296].
nonholonomic [316].
nopholonomy [318].
nonn-linear [108].
nonnegative [682].
nonnzero [1155].
normal [655, 240, 1136].
normalization [1190, 1347, 3, 993, 1403, 1112].
normed [334, 937].
norms [815].
notation [276, 1001].
nonoverlapping [138].
non-primitive [266].
noreachable [245].
nonrecursive [132].
nonregular [132].
nonreturning [458].
nonsupersequences [110].
nonsupersequences [110].
nonsymmetric [36].
nontrivial [1354].
nonuniform [1296].
nonnzero [1155].
Norm [655, 240, 1136].
Numbers [987, 454, 1245, 1159, 370, 1106].
Number [344, 440, 542, 736, 737, 284, 1207, 1171, 609, 331, 1265, 1428, 1303].
numbering [13].
numberings [818].
numeration [704, 1072, 13, 331, 1072].
numerical [1257, 620].
O [617].
OBDDs [1080].
object [227, 134, 943, 759, 367, 193, 50, 198].
object-based [193, 50, 198].
object-oriented [227, 50].
Objects [1412, 167, 234, 1275, 1195, 192, 1102, 421, 1315, 626].
observability [574].
observation [219].
Observational [42, 307, 43].
observed [320].
Obstacles [51, 54].
Obtain [1056].
off [1389].
off-line [1389].
offs [1323].
On-line [532, 1324, 606, 610, 60, 179, 1321, 1162, 408, 394].
once [69].
one [319, 819, 1087, 371, 584, 707, 856, 1173, 1244, 180, 73, 306, 1142, 1242].
one-dimensional [819, 1087, 584, 1244, 180].
one-head [1242].
one-step [1142].
one-way [319, 73, 306].
Online [1298].
only [1225, 886, 964, 1280, 452].
Open [836, 1006, 513, 1297].
operation [851, 1234, 1116].
Operational [1181, 1399, 1028, 144, 700, 359].
operations [1020, 274, 1096, 322, 182, 845].
operator [341, 1342, 33, 369].
operators [887, 574].
opt [1180].
optical [1324, 953, 954, 1124].
Optimal [692, 156, 1343, 1328, 414, 271, 1318, 96, 732, 810, 1027, 821, 123, 1375, 357, 457, 1061, 586, 658, 980, 1394, 1046, 439, 695, 1091, 974, 975, 963, 498, 554, 1210, 1062].
optimally [1307].
optimisation [169].
Optimization [1402, 205, 333, 1146, 147, 807, 561, 340, 1125].
optimized [118].
oracles [323, 768].
ORDAL [1253].
Order [670, 749, 145, 368, 520, 93, 148, 1341, 408, 619, 220, 364, 1357, 40, 371, 313, 795, 1232, 793, 1377, 473, 794, 1408, 1136, 369, 987, 1345, 776, 864, 208, 993, 1403, 1000, 1366, 761, 625, 80, 884, 925, 164, 488, 1142, 616, 780].
Order-sorted [670, 749, 780].
orderable [551].
ordered [1054, 681].
ordering
protocols [1309]. provably [1356]. Proving
[424, 245, 89, 1111, 479, 127, 1103, 4, 1141].
proving-by-example [4]. pseudo [311].
pseudo-linear [311]. PSPACE [1366].
PSpace-complete [1366]. PTIME
[1409, 1365]. public [1388]. public-key
[1388]. puissances [331]. pullback [900].
pumping [594]. pursuit [94, 975]. push
[1017]. push-down [1017]. Pushdown
711, 1219, 1119, 937, pushout
[241, 1238, 918, 758]. PWD [104]. PWD0L
[425]. PX [985].
Qu [508]. Qu-Prolog [508]. quadratic
[817]. quantum [690]. Quasi
[342, 161, 281, 868, 1025, 1073, 295, 796, 295].
Quasi-affine [295]. Quasi-deterministic
[161]. quasi-free [868]. Quasi-linear
[342, 796]. Quasi-prime [281]. quasilinear
[190]. quasilinear-time [190].
Quasiperiodicity [1273, 1326]. Queries
[565, 765, 1117, 411, 541, 686, 134, 66, 11,
537, 55, 843]. Query
[599, 538, 147, 533, 462, 844]. Querying
[372]. question [1149, 75]. questions [714].
queue [648, 946, 182]. queue-read [946].
queue-write [946]. queueing [121]. queues
[727, 1083, 731]. quickly [507]. quiescent
[1306]. quorum [775]. quorums [958].
quotient [1260, 1047]. quotients [1078].
R [996]. Rabin [177, 61]. radiosity [956].
radiix [1170]. Ramsey [543]. Random
[1275, 403, 121, 1419, 348, 1207, 1381, 839,
349, 1276, 1043, 856, 1134, 1278, 1295, 950,
1131, 346, 171]. randomization [312].
Randomized [330, 893, 1130, 511, 255, 399].
randomness [550, 1323, 1127, 1128].
ranking [716]. Rapid [1314, 254]. rate
[267]. rates [433, 1417]. ratio [1074, 713].
Rational [475, 1269, 217, 682, 1325, 830,
349, 679, 131, 1157, 90, 1097]. rationnelles
[131]. rationnels [349]. Rauzy [426, 699].
Reachability [19, 1007, 187, 1332, 618, 671].
Reaching [56]. reactive [146, 46, 1319].
read [172, 946, 69, 1315, 452]. read-modes
[172]. read-once [69]. read-only [452].
read/write [1315]. reading [557]. real
[1284, 392, 1335, 1167, 393, 1292, 1168, 1169,
396, 1034, 515, 225, 73, 306, 714, 1303, 1169].
real-time [1034, 515, 714]. real-valued
[1284, 392]. realizability [89]. realization
[505, 469, 638]. realizing [323]. reals
[1168, 412, 391]. rearrangements [1179].
reasoning [755, 753, 1367]. received
[886, 964]. Recents [346]. receptiveness
[1339]. reciprocal [1194, 295]. réciproques
[295]. recognition
[93, 136, 974, 1034, 109, 616].
recognizability [704, 890]. Recognizable
[207, 662, 1281, 306, 137]. recognized
[1158]. recognizer [1282]. recognizers
[1034]. Recognizing [1213]. Reconciling
[635]. reconfigurable [966, 1090].
reconfiguration [972, 973].
Reconstructing [288]. recovery [845].
rectangular [1337]. recurrence [1260, 705].
recurrent [502]. Recursion
[391, 415, 1197, 881, 417, 1169, 223, 479].
recession-based [479]. Recursive
[392, 103, 1284, 150, 901, 1032, 710, 157,
1168, 1136, 853, 119, 44, 509]. Recursively
[967, 1081, 1088, 164]. reduced [1234].
Reductibility [294, 1424]. reducible
[693, 136]. Reducing [955]. reduction
[1144, 443, 1009, 230, 1199, 915, 920, 377,
835, 829, 151, 931, 377]. reduction-based
[230]. reductions
[342, 184, 357, 254, 917, 1378]. Redundancy
[83, 399]. Reference [1205, 212]. refined
[1202, 1426]. refinement
[901, 904, 1046, 48]. Refining [872].
reflexive [283, 883]. register
[650, 494, 1052]. registers [201, 1384].
Regular
[549, 422, 238, 1149, 92, 287, 185, 355, 649,
297, 153, 591, 940, 847, 672, 592, 1210].
regularity [1115]. regulated [888].
rehashing [289]. related
[552, 188, 397, 812, 1368]. Relating
[1135, 1121]. Relation
[363, 1220, 1118, 203, 358].
Relation-algebraic [363]. Relational
[71, 1020, 541, 570, 116, 569, 779, 538].
relations [166, 1155, 392, 705, 881, 14, 548,
196, 638, 784, 1107, 679, 1157, 390].
relationship [813]. Relationships
[426, 323]. relative [970, 1234]. Relatively
[1168]. Reliable [1312, 429, 1306, 1160].
relying [721]. remained [1077]. remark
[72]. Remarks [888, 998, 990, 1130].
Removing [543]. repetition [1270, 327].
repetition-free [1270]. replacement
[351, 783]. replica [958]. replication
[246, 1188]. Representability [672, 820].
representable [631]. Representation
[580, 883, 5, 161, 1369, 45, 1027, 615].
representations
[93, 1285, 730, 1257, 1255, 664, 1170].
represented [1141]. Representing
[523, 627, 1183, 124, 1081, 681].
reproduction [497]. Reset [555, 1347].
residue [1171]. Resolution
[894, 1030, 1103, 466, 1035, 780, 370].
Resolution-based [894]. Resolutions
[1035]. Resource [550, 380].
resource-bounded [380]. resources
[457, 828]. respect [1106]. restricted [1059].
Restriction [1391, 685]. Restrictions
[175, 664]. result [632]. resulting [817].
results [1230, 162, 1372, 512, 61, 1115].
retrospective [931]. returning [458, 1159].
reversal [685]. reversal-bounded [685].
reversals [1179]. reversed [590].
Reversible
[99, 980, 1394, 180, 459, 591, 497, 495].
Revision [842, 527]. revisited
[705, 695, 1411]. Rewrite
[1136, 867, 444, 890, 864, 602, 239]. rewriter
[356]. Rewriting
[886, 92, 898, 520, 900, 522, 903, 514, 833,
911, 912, 913, 528, 43, 240, 916, 1352, 1137,
235, 920, 1135, 1113, 922, 923, 1350, 231,
1138, 1139, 204, 929, 1142, 44, 603, 1028].
rewritings [71]. Rhine [791]. Rice [115].
rich [845]. Riemann [1293]. right [90].
rigid [471, 1344, 1368]. ring [1377]. rings
[126, 1382, 1314, 1135]. risk [1060]. RNA
[1177]. RNC [1211]. Road [1418].
roadmap [51]. robust [358]. role [50].
Ronald [1113]. root [315]. roots [326].
rotation [816]. rotations [1150, 1280].
rotator [1124]. rough [678]. round [133].
Routing [788, 954, 1324, 951, 1328, 330,
1084, 1053, 952, 778, 1321]. Royal [1418].
Rozenberg [376]. RPO [85]. RSA
[1380, 1389]. RSA-based [1389]. RSA-type
[1380]. Rudimentary [881]. rule
[651, 1037, 433, 536, 370]. rules [600].
RWCA [791].
1272, 597, 157, 1110, 412, 497, 244.
space-bounded [99]. Space-filling [703].
Spaces [1358, 152, 880, 219, 876, 651, 877, 1291, 635, 984, 1401, 10, 1361, 475, 672, 224, 1302, 1304, 1305, 1049]. Spanning
[709, 706, 1329, 1278, 1228]. sparse
[693, 1057, 324, 308]. special [55, 352, 345].
speciation [412]. specific [198].
Specification [577, 919, 1340, 236, 1231, 831, 506, 1240, 470, 447, 1019].
specifications [1322, 1039]. Specifying
[577, 919, 1340, 236, 1231, 831, 506, 1240, 470, 447, 1019].
specification [371, 1199]. spectrum [1209]. speed
[811, 399]. Speedup [947]. Splicing
[1174, 496]. squad [459, 498]. square
[799, 427]. square-free [799]. squares
[1263, 1265, 1428, 556, 427]. Stability
[1182]. stabilizing [789]. Stabilizing
[1309, 728]. Stable
[1021, 200, 469, 154, 468]. stack [650]. stage
[607, 729]. Standard
[595, 657, 936, 1367, 1197]. standardization
[999]. star [682]. star-height [682].
starting [858]. state
[977, 236, 257, 753, 43, 25, 103, 824].
state-based [753]. statecharts [1237].
statements [1240]. Static [302, 457, 1233].
Statistical [1418]. steady [103]. Steiner
[1228]. step [838, 930, 1142]. steps [862].
Sticker [1076]. stochastic
[236, 1220, 1378, 1132]. stochastic/non
[236]. stochastic/non-stochastic [236].
Stochastically [300]. storage [1317, 399].
strange [1037]. strategies
[581, 262, 1198, 975, 835, 732]. strategy
[443, 57]. strict [938]. Strictly [1054].
Strictly-upward [1054]. string
[1189, 65, 16, 336, 1042, 1272, 157, 439, 556, 1273, 60, 712, 1113]. string-matching
[1272, 157]. string-rewriting [1113].
string-to-string [1042]. strings [265, 654].
Strong [360, 35, 1190, 1139, 476].
Structural [144, 430, 1188]. Structure
[822, 252, 1340, 1126, 887, 455, 248, 1024, 53, 1078, 70, 615, 1177, 1304, 1305, 743].
structured [574]. structures [703, 868, 1020, 1011, 667, 572, 1276, 521, 1259, 266, 1257, 986, 924, 1174, 120, 1184, 509].
structuring [904]. studies [67]. study
[1249, 1208, 543, 59]. Studying [39].
Sturmian [656, 451, 1150, 1260, 1264, 1373, 1349, 273, 1262, 1156, 657, 743].
sturmienne [1156]. sturmienennes [451].
sub [1037]. sub-shifts [1037]. subclasses
[974]. subcubes [661]. subexponential
[1379]. subgraph [389, 1092, 438, 1082].
subgraphs [1056, 554]. Subject
[1204, 211, 210]. sublinear [1272, 974].
submodular [608]. suboptimal [54].
subquadratic [1213]. subsequence [437].
subsequences [448]. subsequential [1224].
subset [1122, 1361, 488]. subsets
[1285, 1287, 699, 967]. substitution [1190].
Substitutions [13, 1263, 485, 426, 593, 13].
subsistems [166]. subtraction [176].
stype [1192]. subtyping [761, 625].
subwords [976]. Succinctness [609, 424].
suffic [1327]. suffices [1323]. suffix
[852, 409, 1040]. suite [1156]. suites
[451, 1208, 432, 585]. summary [886, 964].
summation [548]. summing [966]. sums
[112, 1229, 419]. super [501]. Superlinear
[176, 889]. Superposition [1141].
superpositions [1279]. supersequences
[448]. superstrings [375, 95, 858].
supervisory [174]. surfaces [404, 782].
Switchbox [1053]. switching [731].
Symbolic [1332, 30, 618, 170]. symbols
[1175]. Symmetric [499, 1354, 322].
Synchronisation [848, 848].
Synchronization
[1212, 1116, 1094, 1065, 459, 498, 198].
synchronized [478]. synchronizers [811].
synchronizing [332]. synchronous
[1340, 1311, 950]. syndéctica [1072].
Syntactic [1411, 745, 965]. syntactical
[700]. syntax [228, 1320, 1013]. synthesis
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